
OIL-BASED 
COATINGS



With their continuous search for solutions for a healthier 
environment using natural materials, sustainable work processes, 
renewable energy and non-toxic finishes, Sayerlack is raising 
awareness that wood can be treated with oil-based products. 
Treating wood with an oil-based finish is an excellent alternative 
as it enhances its character and is particularly suitable for people 
who love natural beauty with all of its flaws, as the finish changes 
and ages together with the wood.
For certain uses, oil-based finishes are often the most appropriate 
choice. In fact, they behave differently to traditional coatings, as 
they dry very slowly and do not simply cover the surface but soak 
deep into the wood’s fibres. 
This mechanism allows the aesthetic features of wood to be 
preserved and helps it conserve its natural colour. 
The opportunity to repeat the treatment with the same product 
whenever necessary also makes an oil-based treatment a versatile 
and user-friendly solution. 

OLV2322/00     100% NATURAL OIL
The natural oil OLV2322/00 is ideal for preserving woods 
of all types, both solid and veneered. It is absorbed deep 
into the fibres, reviving the wood, giving it a subtle sheen  
and enhancing the grain. The product is ready to use and 
easy to apply using a brush, rag, spray gun or immersion. 
OLV2322/00 is made from 100% natural and bio-
compatible substances. Items treated with OLV2322/00 
require regular maintenance with the same product. 
The intervals between these treatments depends on the 
environmental conditions the finished article is exposed to.

AOV2343/00     WATERBORNE OIL FOR INTERIOR
The waterborne wax-effect oil AOV2343/00 is designed 
for treating indoor furniture and parquet flooring. It 
can be applied using a spray gun, brush or rag and as 
AOV2343/00 is a waterborne oil with a natural fragrance 
of beeswax it leaves wood looking soft, natural and 
waxy. As with solvent-based oils, maintenance should be 
carried out according to the wear the item is subjected 
to. AOV2343/00 can be mixed with 5% of AH1564/00 to 
increase the product’s adhesion and chemical resistance 
while maintaining its long pot-life. We suggest adding the 
hardener when treating parquet or when a surface that 
has already been treated needs renovating to achieve 
maximum performance. 
AOV2343/00 can be coloured using stains and/or 
pigments from the AC2110/XX, AC0600/XX, AC1810/XX, 
XA2006/XX and XA4034/XX series.

AO3805/00     WATERBORNE OIL FOR WOOD DECKING
The waterborne oil AO3805/00 is ideal to treat 
thermotreated wood or bamboo composite material for 
decking. These substrates are generally very difficult to 
treat and might show an early degradation. If not properly 
protected, the sun has a fast effect on them. Using the  
suitable protective product is the only solution to reach the 
performances of durability and stability that substrates  of 
this kind can provide. 
Pigmentation with XA4034/XX or XA2006/XX is also 
highly recommended.

OL30xx/00     PARQUET OIL
The wood oil OL30xx/00 has been created specifically 
for indoor and outdoor parquet sector. The product can 
be applied using a roller, brush, rag or spray gun. It has a 
high viscosity, good chemical and physical resistance and 
quick drying properties. In case of use on outdoor deck, 
it is advisable to apply a first coat of a tinted wood stain. 
Annual mainteinance is recommended. It is available in 10 
and 30 gloss, and can be coloured using the XEL3609/XX 
and XE4150/XX pastes.

OL3300/00     MAINTENANCE OIL 
Developed for quick and easy maintenance of exterior 
and interior wooden items, this general use oil can be 
used for flooring, swimming pools borders, benches 
and garden furniture Thanks to its blend of natural oils 
OL3300/00 has excellent substrate penetration and 
provides good protection against water. Can be applied 
by brush then, after a minute or so, wipe with a dry cloth 
so as to ensure even absorption. For best results apply 
two coats and then maintain the surface and appearance 
with an annual application.



Easy-to-apply  systems that naturally strengthen and enliven timber are so often requested for wooden items 
that Sayerlack has brought together a series of high quality components to create its oil-based FINISHOIL 
products: a range that can satisfy all the market’s main requirements.

OL40xx/XX     LIGHT FAST OIL
The light fast oil OL40xx/XX is a combination of white 
OL4030/13 and clear OL4010/00. This system allows to 
get white or white-based colors with oil application and to 
protect them with a light fast clear. Other solventbased oil 
tends to yellow not only because of the sunlight, but also 
because of the natural oxidation of the components of 
the products. A final clear layer is recommended to obtain 
a better resistance to dirt pick up. Toning of the color is 
possible with XEL3609/XX and XE4150/XX pastes.

OLL3904/00     NATURA-OIL
The natura-oil OLL3904/00 is ready to use and the 
ideal choice for parquet flooring. Characteristics of 
easy application and building power make it perfect for 
mechanical buffing on large surfaces. The product can 
be colored using the pastes of series XEL3609/XX and 
XE4150/XX. Enhancing the grain of the wood is possible 
through brushing. 

OLL3645/00     WAXY OIL
The wax-effect oil OLL3645/00 can be used for panels, 
indoor furniture, frames, and skirting boards. It can 
be applied by spray gun, brush and rag. OLL3645/00 is 
composed by a mix of special oils and selected waxes. It 
is especially designed for a simple and rapid application, 
providing good protection to wood, an extremely natural 
look and a soft waxy finish. Pigmentation is possible with 
the pastes of series XEL3609/XX and XE4150/XX.

OLL3729/00     OIL FOR EXTERIOR
OLL3729/00 is a urethane oil developed for exterior 
application to outdoor furniture, decking and coverings 
in general. It has good wettability of wood, along with 
excellent application workability and good resistance 
against weathering. To make it suitable for a widest range 
of substrates we have selected special raw materials 
that make this product the ideal choice also for thermo 
treaded wood. For better results we recommend 2 coats 
to be applied by brush or spray followed by wipe to ensure 
even absorption. Annual applications of  OLL3729/00 will 
maintain the appearance and prolong the life of all outdoor 
wooden artefacts. Pigmentation with the pastes of series 
XEL3609/XX or XE4150/XX is highly recommended to 
achieve the suitable sunlight resistance.
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